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international criticism
there has been huge global media attention on Japan’s drive 
hunts in taiji recently, after about 250 bottlenose dolphins  
were driven into the infamous cove in January this year. they 
were captured for the aquarium trade or slaughtered for food, 
with the remnants of the fractured pod driven back out to sea.  
the waters of the cove were said to “run red”.
 international awareness spread when caroline Kennedy, US
ambassador to Japan, tweeted: “Deeply concerned by inhumaneness 
of drive hunt dolphin killing.” She added that the US government 
opposed drive hunt fisheries. The British ambassador and other 
governments added their condemnation too.
 Japan’s top government spokesperson, yoshihide Suga, 
responded by claiming that the drive hunts are sustainable, lawful, 
and traditional. However Japanese scientific data – documented 
in eia’s recently published report Toxic Catch: Japan’s unsustainable 

the taiji hunts continue to send shockwaves around the world.
last issue’s cover story brought news of the grisly fate of the hundreds of dolphins and
small whales driven into the cove at taiji by hunters. as protests build against this 
cruel practice sarah baulch, campaign assistant for the environmental investigation
agency (eia) updates JaWs with this report…
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 dolphins are forced into
a life of marine park misery. 

▲

▲ blood in the water – 
dolphins slaughtered for food 
are stacked in fishing boats
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and irresponsible whale,  
dolphin and porpoise hunts 
– shows that several of the 
hunted populations have 
declined drastically because 
of over-exploitation. But the 
Japanese government still sets 
catch limits at unsustainable 
levels, using data as much as 
20 years out of date. 

Myth busting
in an open letter to the  
World association of Zoos 
and aquariums (WaZa),  
Sakae hemmi of the Japanese  

non-governmental 
organisation (ngo) elsa 
nature conservancy explains 
that the hunt is not a  
long-standing tradition, and 
that: “in fact, the history  
of dolphin hunting in taiji  
is short. according to  
The History of Taiji, edited 
and published by taiji town 
in 1979, the first recorded 

taiJi’s 
toxic 
tradition
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Newsletter – please pass on to others
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dolphin drive was in 1933 
[and] it was not until 1969 
that dolphin drives have been 
conducted on a large scale... 
Furthermore, in 1969, the 
main goal of the dolphin drive 
was to capture pilot whales 
as prized showpieces for the 
taiji Whale museum. in other 
words, the dolphin drive 
was purely for profit, having 
nothing to do with cultural 
history”.

High levels of pollutants in the meat and blubber of the cetaceans slaughtered 
at Taiji exceed Japanese regulatory limits for consumption. 

in support of Japanese 
ngo’s, eia has written
to the chief executive 
of WaZa calling  
for it to take action 
to end this trade. to 
read the letter or find 
out more about eia’s 
work, go to: www.eia-
international.org

if you would like to 
protest against the 
taiji hunts, please 
write to the Japanese 
ambassador at: 
embassy of Japan 
101–104 piccadilly, 
london W1J 7Jt
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drive was to capture pilot 
whales as prized showpieces 
for the taiji Whale museum.  
in other words, the dolphin 
drive was purely for profit, 
having nothing to do with 
cultural history.”

Profits of misery
in the last 10 years, there has 
been an increase in the number 
of dolphins and whales, known 
as cetaceans, caught alive and 
a decline in the number killed, 
clearly showing that money 
is the motivation behind the 
hunts. Fisherman can sell 
individual live dolphins for 
¥800,000 – ¥900,000 (about 
£4,688 – £5,274) while dead 
dolphins sold for human 
consumption are only worth 
about 4 percent of this price. 
When live-captured dolphins 

are sold on from Japanese 
aquaria for international 
export, prices can reach up  
to ¥7,712,000 (£45,192) for  
a single dolphin.

toxic catch
the meat and blubber from the
whales and dolphins killed in
the taiji hunts carry very high
levels of pollutants such as 
mercury, exceeding Japan’s 
regulatory limits for seafood. 
thousands of Japanese 
supermarkets will not sell these
products because they pose a 
health risk to consumers, yet 
this is still used as justification.

is eco-tourism  
an answer?
in the words of the Japanese 
ngo iruka and Kujira action 
network (iKan), dedicated 

to helping whales and dolphins, 
taiji could instead become “a 
flag-bearer of the conservation 
of cetaceans”, where fishermen 
use their knowledge of the 
biology and behaviour of wild 
dolphins to build a sustainable 
dolphin-watching industry. 
eco-tourism is an increasingly 
popular activity both worldwide 
and in Japan, and one which 
would give a huge economic 
and reputational boost to the 
town of taiji and its inhabitants.
 We appreciate that the people
of taiji need to have a livelihood,
but we and many, many others 
throughout the world believe 
that the cruelty inflicted on the 
dolphins and whales at taiji 
must come to an end.

ei
a

▼ dolphins encircled by boats and hunters before being  
selected for slaughter and capture

▲ people enjoy watching dolphins performing 
fancy tricks, but do they understand the misery 
behind the entertainment?
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eia visit Japan

last november Jennifer lonsdale, director of the 
environmental investigation agency (eia), travelled 
to Japan with eia’s cetaceans researcher sarah baulch.  
here is Jennifer’s report on the valuable goals achieved.
 the main purpose of our trip to Japan was to release eia’s  
new report Toxic Catch: Japan’s unsustainable and irresponsible whale, 
dolphin and porpoise hunts. We want to increase national awareness 
of the plight of these animals in Japan’s coastal waters. 
 the trip was also a great opportunity to meet with scientists, 
conservationists, animal welfare groups and consumer groups to 
do some valuable networking! lastly, we planned to visit the iwate 
coast, devastated by the earthquake and tsunami in march 2011 – 
and the centre of the dall’s porpoise hunt.

launching the report
thousands of whales, dolphins and porpoises are killed every  
year in Japan. Our report was based on a scientific review written 
and presented by Sarah Baulch to the international Whaling 
Commission’s scientific committee in May 2013. It reveals that  
these hunts are on track to wipe out key species in Japan’s  
coastal waters – in fact some populations’ numbers have declined 
by over 90 percent!
 Sakae hemmi, founder of elsa nature conservancy, joined 
Sarah and i for the lively press conference at the Foreign 
correspondents club of Japan.

networking privilege
We were privileged to have the opportunity to discuss the hunts 
with Japanese people from a broad range of organisations and 
disciplines, boosting our networks. it was a particular pleasure to 
meet Dr Yamaguchi and Ken Sakurai at the JAWS Tokyo office. 
We learnt so much about the vital work they are doing to help 
animals in distress and strengthen animal welfare laws in Japan.
 the biggest concern most of the organisations we met seem 
to have is the impact of radiation from Fukushima nuclear power 
plant, so catastrophically damaged by the earthquake and tsunami 
in march 2011. everyone is focused on trying to relieve the 
problems created by this terrible disaster. as eia needs to develop 
its relationship and network with Japanese ngos, JaWS UK gave 
the agency a grant of £5,000 to fund our trip.
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iWate’s devastated 
coMMunities 
eia has been visiting the iwate coast and campaigning 
to end the dall’s porpoise hunt since 1990. over the
years our work has helped lower the numbers of 
porpoises killed in what is the world’s largest cetacean 
hunt. the hunts are cruel and unsustainable, and 
porpoise meat from these hunts is not fit for human 
consumption because it contains high levels of pollutants.
   eia had not visited the region since the 2011 disaster.  although
many boats were destroyed and very likely many of the hunters 
died, 1,200 dall’s porpoises were still killed in 2012. We wanted 
to better understand what the future of the dall’s porpoise hunt 
might be – and how much was being invested into regenerating it. 
 this once-beautiful area of Japan, made glorious by the rich 
autumn colours of the forested hills, was a shock. two-and-a-
half years after the disaster every coastal town still looks like a 
construction site, with footprints of obliterated buildings visible 
everywhere. harbour walls built to protect the towns had proved 
hopelessly inadequate. in otsuchi alone, around 90 percent of the 
fishing fleet was destroyed and about 1,200 people were killed. 
Compensation is insufficient. 
 to a visitor, life seems normal, as though the towns have 
suffered years of dereliction rather than less than an hour of 
terrifying destruction. talking to people, however, we hear 
heartbreaking stories of the loss of family, friends, homes and 
businesses and of attempts to try to build a future.
 We saw several hunting boats equipped with harpoons, but
none was hunting porpoises at that time, so it seems that the dall’s
porpoise hunt will continue but at a reduced capacity. replacing 
hunting porpoises with watching them is an economically viable 
option that may help, in a small but significant way, in the recovery 
of this ruined region. in the meantime however eia’s work will 
go on, monitoring cetacean hunting and putting pressure on the 
Japanese government to bring it to an end.

▲ a dall’s porpoise hunting boat with reconstruction work  
to be seen in the background

Jennifer says: “our visit to Japan was extremely useful
and informative… funding from JaWs was much 
appreciated and contributed to making this trip possible.”

JaWs uk chairman, tony crittenden, says: “i am 
sure all JaWs uk members and supporters will consider
our grant ‘money well spent’ in your relentless campaign 
to obtain protection for cetaceans everywhere, and 
especially Japan.”

supported by a grant from JaWs

eia has released a Japanese language version of its  
report Toxic Catch: Japan’s unsustainable and irresponsible 
whale, dolphin and porpoise hunts. it is available to 
download at: www.eia-international.org/media&
resouces/reportlibrary/toxiccatch
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state     ark
The update we promised is here! Five years on from the first clearance, fencing  
and groundwork, the revolutionary sasayama animal shelter is really taking shape 
and the vision of ark’s founder, elizabeth oliver Mbe, is becoming a reality. 

  the new site has a river running around  
it and is full of wonderful mature trees

▲

perfect site
animal refuge Kansai was founded in 1990 and 
granted Non Profit Organisation (NPO) status 
nine years later. however, when arK’s original 
osaka animal shelter began to burst at the 
seams, elizabeth oliver had to begin her quest 
for a new, additional site. Finally, after years of 
searching, she found the perfect piece of land  
at Sasayama in hyogo prefecture.
 Plans were soon drawn up for a cattery, 
warehouse, spacious l-shaped kennels, 
reception, clinic, training centre and staff 
lodgings, as well as dogland, a vast green space 
for dogs to exercise and in which events could 
be held. in march 2011 work inevitably slowed 
at Sasayama – after the terrible earthquake and 
tsunami everyone’s efforts went into rescuing 
and caring for animals from the disaster zone. 
By the end of 2011 however, a well had 
been dug to supply the site with fresh water 
and march 2012 saw the installation of the 
electricity supply.

purpose built 
as soon as all the vital groundwork was done 
actual building could begin, and by the end 
of 2012 JaWS newsletter no.80 was able to 
announce the completion of the warehouse, 
with office, feed storage (with vermin- and 
snake-proof doors!) and upper storage floors.
next to be built, in may 2013, was the main 
access road through the site to what will be 
dogland, and then work could begin on the 
new kennel block, to house over 50 dogs in 
single, double and group kennels – complete 
with underfloor heating for the cold season!  
 there will be play areas outside, a food 
preparation room, a laundry and grooming 
facilities, as well as a room where the staff 
can take a well-earned break. a lot of thought 
has gone into landscaping the area to make 
it attractive for visitors – finding loving new 
homes for the centre’s long- and short-stay
dogs and cats is important, as well as  
meeting their everyday needs.

Muneageshiki blessing 
in november 2013, there was a visit to a shrine 
to bless the new kennel building, and then 
the main frame could be raised. in december 
a ‘muneageshiki’ ceremony took place – as 
the roof was raised, salt, rice and sake were 
sprinkled around the site to ensure the safety 
and good health of the workers.
 the interior kennelling materials arrived 
from the UK in February (along with a 
professional UK installer to oversee the fitting 
work) and, as spring turns to summer, the work 
is continuing and the finish is in sight at last. 
Look out for news of the official opening  
in a future issue; although the date is not yet 
fixed, what is certain is that needy dogs and  
cats (and other small animals) of huge areas  
of Japan will be much, much better cared for.

▲

OF
the

▼ planting an english oak 
on the new site

▲

 elizabeth 
takes part in the 
muneageshiki
ceremony
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more. in that case, taking the 
lost dog for a walk around the 
area where they are found 
does not work since the island 
is too big. dogs can’t go home 
by themselves! So i use the 
phone book and the police 
terminal. i make random calls 
within a two-kilometre radius 
of the area where they were 
found – this is not my official 
job, so i do it mostly from 
home. i can sometimes trace 
the rightful owner without 
making lots of calls: i have 
done this five times in the last 
three years – my colleagues 
call me ‘the animal detective’!

saved by the bell
a stray dog was picked up 
on one occasion in Kobe. he 
was very friendly but barked 
constantly, disrupting all the 
officers’ work. His owner 
didn’t appear so i took him 
for walks every day, looking 
for where he came from. 

i was not a particular dog or 
cat lover originally, but since i 
started my job in 2000 i have 
seen many lost dogs and cats 
squeezed into tiny, filthy cages; 
nobody had the time to take 
them for walks, and in the  
end they would be sent to the 
local authority gas chamber  
to be euthanased. 
 the police treat criminals 
respectfully, but they handle 
innocent dogs and cats very 
carelessly, which is unfair. 
nobody walks the dogs, saying 
they are too busy. So i said 
to myself that it was no use 
complaining about it, i had 
to do something, so i started 
helping the animals.
 Before long, i had worked 
out that the best way to help 
the animals was to find the 
original owner. i began to put 
up posters in convenience 
stores and animal hospitals, 
and took the animals for  
walks around the area  
where they had been found. 
i questioned local people and 
sometimes found the rightful 
owners, eventually.
 If I still could not find the 
original owner, i found a new 
owner through the internet.  
i always check the new owner 
and the home environment 
carefully, and request to see 
the animal three to six months 
later, to prevent neglect, 
abuse or resale.  
 Sometimes, on awaji island, 
a stray animal’s owners do not 
appear for up for 10 days or 

i am a police constable, working for the hyogo prefecture in Japan. in 
March 2011, i was transferred from downtown kobe to awaji island, the 
second largest island in Japan, located to the south of kobe in osaka bay.

 eventually, when nobody 
claimed him, i found a very 
nice new family for him
through the internet.
 Unfortunately, no matter 
how well they fed him and how 
many long walks he had, he 
barked all night, every night! 
the family had to bring him 
back, saying that they couldn’t 
bother their neighbours any 
more – they just had no idea 
how to deal with the barking.
 i gave up on rehoming 
and started looking for the 
original owner once more. 
I made a flyer and put copies 
in the neighbours’ post boxes 
on my day off, which was just 
one day before the dog had 
to go to the gas chamber 
to be put down.
 i knew from experience 
that dogs tend to walk 
downhill when they get lost, 
so I dropped the flyers in the 
houses on the mountain area 
too. Still getting no response, 
i began the two-hour drive 
to the animal shelter.
 When i arrived, i was  
dismayed by the scene at the 
shelter. it made me so sad 
that there was nothing more 
i could do. however, just 
as i prepared to sign the 
documentation, my mobile 
phone rang. the call was 
from an 80-year-old taxi 
driver, claiming the dog on 
the flier was his. He lived up 
on the mountain, and said that 
he had been waiting for his 
dog’s return. 

constable sotani 

a happy ending
While i was on patrol during 
my early days on awaji island, 
i came across an empty house 
where two dogs were being 
kept on a four-metre leash. 
 When i investigated, i 
discovered that the owner 
had moved to Kobe, on the 
mainland, and was only coming 
back to give them food and 
water every two weeks! of 
course i felt sorry for the 
dogs, so i visited every three 
working days to give them 
fresh food and water, as these 
go off quickly in the summer.
 Finally, i met the owner. She 
explained that she had gone to
live in a small Kobe flat. She had
sold her car, which had made 
it difficult to travel the distance 
to the island. i had noticed 
that one of the dogs had gone 
missing, and she explained 
that she had rehomed one. 
She still wanted to keep the 
younger dog, but i persuaded 
the woman to allow her to be 
rehomed too. She now has a 
kind new owner, and lives up 
to her name, “happy”!

JaWs Was delighted to be able to give constable sotani a grant of £1,000

report by

▼ a taxi-ride home

▼ happy in her new home
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With catteries of 80 and 20 or so animals 
respectively, the day begins before 6.00am for 
mrs nakajima and mrs Fujioka, the nakafujikai 
ladies, just a few hours after the previous  
night’s work has ended!
 

 While mrs Fujioka drives, mrs nakajima tries 
to set the gPS for the pick-up sites for cats 
numbers five and six, and is answering some  
of the calls from the night before. one such 
call is to persuade the granny-in-charge of cats 
(those to be trapped for neutering at 5.30am 
the following day) to ‘spy’ on another granny, 
who refuses to withhold food on the day  
of neutering.   
 mrs nakajima asks her to take up the food, 
unseen by the second granny, before the cats 
can eat it as they must have empty stomachs for 
the operation to be safe!
 the two neutered cats are returned to the 
cattery, and a trip way out to the west of Kobe 
follows, to collect six abandoned (and wailing) 
kittens. then, it’s feeding and cleaning time back 
at the catteries. the car, cages and equipment  
are cleaned and mrs Fujioka returns home.  
it’s 9.00pm and the ladies must now attend to 
the cats in their own catteries, before their  
well-earned night’s rest.

As honorary officer of JAWS UK (Australia), Ashlea Haselgrove continues to raise the 
profile of the plight of animals in Japan. This is her latest report from Victoria, Australia.

a day in the life of hanshin branch 

full-time field workers

neWS from ashlea haselgrove

sad news of koro-chan

our soon-to-be 94-year-old Sister yamamoto  
has been feeding an unapproachable male 
labrador-cross, called Koro-chan, every day  
for the last eight years. he’s had to cross 
several busy roads to reach his chosen feeding 
place, which is some distance from Sister 
yamamoto’s home. he has always responded 
joyously to her and the food, and she had been 
concerned that he might well outlive her and 
be left to starve.
 however, sadly, she had just written to 
say that Koro-chan had come to his feeding 
spot as usual, and then appeared to have died 
peacefully just before she arrived, ending her 
long labour of love. She described how local 
people left Koro-chan’s body surrounded 
by bunches of flowers – they hadn’t seemed 
interested in Koro-chan’s fate or Sister 
yamamoto’s devotion while he was alive!

a large, long abandoned but friendly female 
dog called chiba, was left with mrs Udea, 
over the mountains from Kobe. chiba-dog 
ate ravenously, but was anxious to get out of 
mrs Udea’s tiny garden. chiba had never been 
collared and refused to be led – leaping back 
and forth, dragging 74-year-old mrs Ueda to 
the ground on several occasions. 
 mrs Ueda put a notice, prepared by
constable Sotani, on a local notice board, and 
persevered with training chiba. this involved 
winding herself and/or chiba around lampposts 
to slow her down. a local man, who saw  
these strange antics, offered to take her, had 
her neutered and kept her free in a fenced 
garden. mrs Ueda often sees them on her  
dog walks – chiba is now an obedient, well-
adjusted dog whose excitement at seeing  
her former carer helps to heal the wounds  
mrs Ueda suffered! 

▲ Mrs udea’s advert found 
chiba a good home

Pic 1

▲  Mrs fujioka and Mrs nakajima start 
another busy day

▲  Junko Januzzi with a rescued
cat in fukui

educating chiba
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▲  Mrs ohnishi with one  
of the rescued cats

hearing aid

▲ lucky kitties at Mrs nakahigashi’s

on Port island in Kobe harbour, 87-year-old 
mrs ohnishi still looks out for newly abandoned 
animals, feeds them until she feels they can be 
caught, and then calls the nakafujikai ladies.
 on one occasion her brother told her about 
a homeless man he had met. this old man was 
living beneath a bridge with five unneutered 
cats he had rescued. mrs ohnishi investigated, 
planning to help with neutering. her brother  
had been buying food for the cats, and for  
the homeless man too.
 mrs ohnishi has called in the nakafujikai 
ladies, while she is trying to secure help for 
the homeless man (those without a fixed 
address in Japan are not eligible for any kind 
of local authority support). however, in the 
meantime, the old man is pleased to have help, 
and particularly grateful for the cat food. he says 
that while he can find nourishing food for himself 
in people’s rubbish bins, there’s little suitable 
food for cats.

mrs inui, now also 87 
and mostly confined to  
bed, is still an important 
link in our liaison work 
despite her severe deafness. She liaises between 
members who have rescued animals and 
constable Sotani and/or the nakafujikai ladies, 
and in keeping me continually informed of 
activities and requirements – usually at around 
midnight! now constable Sotani has come to 
the rescue of us all – he has kindly bought our 
‘granny’ a hearing aid!

homeless man’s kindness

mrs terue nakahigashi, a keen animal lover, 
lives to the far west of Kobe city. She spends 
most of her time rescuing cats and kittens,  
or taking over those rescued by others.  
 Fortunately she has a car, and spends much 
of her time on the road, between calls for 
help with treatment and/or neutering and vet 
clinics. She finds potential owners and keeps 
cats awaiting homes, or those not suitable for 
rehoming, herself. She handles between 80 and 
100 animals – mostly cats, every year, spending 
about £5,000 of her own funds. She was 
reimbursed for some of the amount by hanshin 
Branch which is one of the most active branches 
in all Japan.

 

osaka ohagi

rumiko yanase, to the south of osaka city, has 
been involved in daily animal rescue work for 
about 40 years now. She insists that osaka is  
the least animal-friendly place in Japan, where 
the proliferation and abandonment of cats  
is not even noticed, let alone addressed by  
local authorities. 
 rumiko and husband Shigeru subsidise or 
pay outright for low-income families’ pet food 
and neutering from the proceeds of their shop, 
which sells ‘ohagi’, which is crushed sweet  
red beans around rice balls.

on the road

charles Januzzi and his wife Junko have set up a 
temporary animal shelster in a disused building 
in Fukui. Both charles and Junko express their 
deep appreciation for the generous grants from 
JaWS UK, which have helped to provide basic 
necessities and veterinary care for the animals  
in the shelter, and for the feral cats in their care. 
 in the city building they have 11 permanent 
cats and many more temporary ones. despite 
having no water or electricity and having 
damaged walls, floors and ceilings the place is 
spacious, comfortable and kept scrupulously 
clean. Using the internet and local newspapers 
they try to house as many cats (and sometimes 
dogs, too) as possible.

▲ hardworking rumiko

fukui shelter
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JaWs uk has been able to provide grants to support some very important work  
going on in Japan this year, thanks to your generous donations. Each of the five branches
of JaWs received £2,000. cc kuro and JcaW also received £2,000 each. 

the iMportance of grant giving 

Special grants to the Japan animal Welfare 
Society branches in 2014
JaWs uk received this letter from shinichiro  yamashita, chairman
of JaWs.
I am deeply grateful for your kind donations to our five branches, and also to cc Kuro.
We heard that your trustees had appreciated the hard work done by the branches 
and had decided to encourage their work and aspirations in 2014. this unexpected 
gift will help their work enormously.
 nearly three years have passed since the terrible earthquake hit Japan, yet we 
are still supporting more than 100 homeless animals in the Fukushima shelter. 
JaWS has conducted neutering programmes in three stricken prefectures; iwata, 
miyagi and Fukushima itself, supporting a total of 2,070 animals. We will do our  
best to maintain a strong base for continuing our animal welfare activities by  
recruiting new members.
 i also would like to show appreciation for the thoughtfulness shown in your 
letter to each branch head; you praised each individually based on full understanding 
of local conditions.
 cc Kuro has been doing very well due to their strong ties with the city of Kobe. 
We are trying to expand this initiative to other regions to enhance animal welfare 
right across Japan.
 the rSPca seminar last november, also supported by JaWS UK, was a great 
success. It was praised by many officials from the Ministry of the Environment and 
they are eager for us to hold it again this year.
 Your financial support has made it possible for us strive to become true leaders 
in animal welfare in Japan. i thank you again from the bottom of my heart and hope 
for your continuing support.

tochigi branch
tochigi branch took in the huge
total of 200 dogs and cats for
rehoming this year, from tochigi 
prefectural animal Welfare 
centre and Utsunomiya health 
centre.tochigi cares for 
wounded animals and those who 
are not yet ready to be rehomed, 
arranging treatment where 
needed then finding new owners. 
 animals cannot be given a 
second chance for a happy life 
without funds, so tochigi branch 
would like to say a huge thank 
you to JaWS UK for the grant 
of £2,000, and to everybody who 
supports their activities!

yokohama branch
yokohama branch, who received a grant of 
£2,000, was established in 1975. every month 
since then we have been holding an adoption 
event.  We have successfully found new homes 
for over 4,000 stray dogs and cats over the last 
40 years! in 2013 alone, we rehomed 116 stray 
cats and dogs, and neutered 121 animals.

We work with animal hospitals to take 
care of these captured animals. We are trying 
to expand the range of our activities, so we 
encourage school students who are interested 
in animal welfare to get involved, helping out as 
volunteers at our adoption events.

these photos of our most recent adoption 
event show how many people show an interest 
in the animals. it is a delight for us to be able to 
bring animals and families together.

▲ these puppies, Jin and cocoa, were 
rehomed with a loving new family in tochigi

▲ Adoption events help to find new homes for 
cats and dogs
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happy tails 
these three happy rehoming stories show the end result of the hard 
work done by JaWs tokyo staff.

Running with Effie ›      
Lovely Effie is a year-old crossbreed who came 
all the way from CC Kuro (Kobe City) to find  
her new home. now, she enjoys running around 
the park with her new family, the maruyamas, 
and she has made a new doggy friend already.  
 mrs maruyama and her daughter are 
particularly happy to have Effie, as all the running 
around has slimmed them down – they feel 
healthier and they have had no trouble with flu 
this winter!

‹ cosy life for urchin      
Urchin is a five-year-old shi-tsu who had spent  
a miserable four years caged in a small room 
with 13 other dogs. She had never been for  
a walk outside.  
 now she has been adopted by the takahashi 
family she snuggles up to her doggy companion 
tsukimaro. mrs takahashi and her eldest son 
are particular favourites! Urchin also joins in 
with animal-assisted activities at a home for 
elderly people nearby, and has become very 
popular in the community.

› Mocha’s new freedom    
JaWS saved mocha the guinea pig after her 
owner was tragically found dead by local police.  
 her new family gave lucky mocha a free-
roaming space by setting up a fence around her 
cage. She adores her new owner and sleeps 
peacefully in his arms, and if she wants her 
favourite food – lettuce leaves – she asks by 
making a charming whining sound! She has given 
the whole family a lot of happiness. 

aniMal Welfare event 
at yaMaZaki gakuen 
technical college
during the weekend of 21 and 22 September 
2013, we participated in the animal Welfare 
Festival organised by central and local 
government and major animal welfare 
organisations, including JaWS tokyo. the 
event is held during Kindness to animals Week.

here in the drawing area, children enjoyed 
drawing animals and their favourite ‘manga’ 
characters. We saw many masterpieces!

on Saturday 21 September, we set up a stand 
in Ueno Park in central tokyo. here students 
are busy welcoming people who joined in with 
the stamp rally and put ribbons on animals.s.

JaWs tokyo continues its brilliant work in Japan rescuing 
and rehoming animals as well as raising funds and awareness. 
here’s what’s been happening, plus other news…

We are delighted to bring the news that 
constable sotani has become a father! here is 
his gorgeous new baby boy, named toshiya, who 
was born on 10 March. huge congratulations to 
constable sotani and his wife – we wish them 
every happiness now they are a family.

stop press!

news 
eventsand
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cc kuro, or ‘city centre kuro’, is named 
after kuro the dog who was rescued  
from kobe city health centre (where many 
dogs go to be euthanased), taken to the 
animal centre and won the hearts of staff 
and visitors with his sunny personality.
a success story is of Kanbeh, a young crossbreed 
dog who has been rehomed with the Kanazawa 
family. his new owners say he is a lively, 
mischievous boy, but so cute! he has a rather bad 
habit of nipping, although the family will be visiting 
cc Kuro for advice on how to train him not to  
do this. they are delighted that the cc Kuro staff 
have done such a good job of his toilet training  
and established such good feeding habits!

sheila clayton, who 
has now notched up 
43 years as honorary 
organiser of the 
southampton friends 
of JaWs, sends 
this letter:
 i am 83 now with failed 
mobility, so have to review 
my fundraising efforts after 
43 years with Southampton 
support group. We have 
raised many thousands of 
pounds, reaching as much 
as £5,000 one year!
 i will be holding a stall 
under the arches opposite 
marks and Spencer in 
Winchester high Street
on Friday 8 august 2014 
from 9am–3pm. the next 
animal Welfare charity 
Bazaar at Highfield Church 
Centre, Highfield Lane  
in Southampton will 
be held on Saturday 
october 25, from 10.30am
–12.30pm, where we will 
be raffling an embroidered 
cushion donated by BBc 
radio Solent.
 may i thank everyone 
who has helped and 
supported us all these 
years and donated so much 
via me! god bless you all.
 last year Southampton 
Friends of JaWS raised the 
huge sum of £1,609.10!

rspca hold aniMal Welfare seMinar
this three-day training course, supported by JaWs, was held at yamasaki gakuen 
university in november 2013. it was led by paul littlefair, head of the rspca 
international division and phil Wilson, the rspca’s senior prosecutions case manager.
the course covered the history of the rSPca, the principles of animal welfare, a case study of 
animal abuse, inspection of a pet shop, a lecture on key revised points of Japanese animal welfare and 
management law by an officer from the Ministry of the Environment, as well as plenty of discussion.
 Paul littlefair said: “our meeting with the vice-minister for the environment, responsible for 
animal policy, and his team dedicated to companion animal work was extremely productive. i am 
delighted that the ministry of the environment has asked that this seminar be held again next year.”

 the rspca’s 
paul littlefair 
and phil 
Wilson with 
animal welfare 
delegates

▲

▲ cute kanbeh with the kanazawas

news 
eventsand

“Our neighbourhood is out in the countryside, so Kanbeh has become very popular with people 
in the village,” says Mr Kanazawa. “Everybody calls out ‘Hey! Kanbeh!’ when they see him.”

more good 
work from 
cc Kuro

arSF UPdate
animal rescue system fund is still dealing with the animal welfare problems left 
by the earthquake and tsunami three years ago.
arSF volunteers rescued this lovely dog, called Puru, just before she was buried alive by the heavy snowfall 
in February 2013. She had been chained up in Katsuaro for three years and only fed twice a week.
 her owner hadn’t been allowed to take her to temporary housing, because Puru didn’t meet the 
criteria set by the tokyo hQ for the relief of animals in emergencies.
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       a word from 
 the editor…

hello, i’m helen, the new editor of your 
JaWs newsletter – welcome to issue 82! 
i work for the rSPca and when my friend Sarah evans, who 
edited your previous four newsletters, asked me if i’d like to  
get involved with JaWS UK i said ‘yes’ at once. like Sarah,  
i believe in doing my bit to promote a society where people 
respect and live in harmony with all animals.
 i live in West Sussex with my husband Steve, son matt and 
daughter heidi, and our two cats Frankie and ronnie. i’ve  
always loved animals, and since meeting with members of JaWS 
UK and talking to some of the other contributors by email, 
phone and letter, i’ve come to understand more about the vital 
work that JaWS does in making lives better for animals in Japan. 
i’ve been so impressed by the dedication of constable Sotani, 
the energy of the nakafujikai ladies, and how ashlea haselgrove 
manages all her animal welfare work whilst running a farm in  
the australian outback i will never know!
 there are some serious issues up for debate in our cover 
story – Taiji’s toxic tradition. although taiji has been featured 
before, there is a lot more to say and Sarah Baulch has 
explained exactly what’s happening now. thanks partly to the 
environmental investigation agency, the plight of cetaceans is  
an emotive issue both inside and outside Japan and i think it  
will continue to be. 
 Jennifer lonsdale, also from eia, brings us a fascinating  
report of her visit to Japan (helped by a grant from JaWS) 
where she visited the devastated iwate coast to experience  
the aftermath of the earthquake and tsunami first hand.  
 the arK news pages provide an update on the building 
project at Sasayama, and how elizabeth oliver’s vision is slowly 
but surely coming to life. ashlea’s pages are, as usual, packed 
with true-life stories of animals in need across Japan and the 
intrepid people who work so tirelessly to make sure they are 
fed, vaccinated, treated, neutered and rehomed. 
 there is a specially-extended report from constable Sotani  
in this issue as there is so much news of his amazing work on 
awaji island. We were delighted to hear about the birth of his 
baby, and we have all cooed over the picture he sent us!
 along with all the branch news and some sincerely 
appreciative letters from recipients of JaWS grants, i am sure 
your spring newsletter will make interesting reading. don’t 
forget to spread the word about the wonderful work being 
done by everyone involved with JaWS UK.

i hope you enjoy this issue, see you next time.

Helen Kedie
helen kedie

calling all dog lovers!
possible sponsored dog walk in battersea park in 2015. 
could anyone who is interested in taking part please 
contact the JAWS UK office with a few lines about  
your dog? for example: Luke, adolescent hooligan,  
we are waiting for him to grow up!  

don’t forget, all the previous JaWs uk newsletters are 
online at: www.jawsuk.org.uk 

contributors
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neWs froM MinaMi osaka branch
the south osaka branch successfully rehomed the grand 
total of 156 stray animals (74 dogs and 82 cats) and 
subsidised the neutering of 32 dogs and 570 cats, between 
april 2013 and January 2014! here is a flavour of their 
recent fundraising and rehoming activities.

 cats rescued from 
a park are happy with 
a new family

▲

 JaWs campaign stand 
at nakanosima festival and 
a bazaar in osaka city

▲
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MeMbership forM

please help us to rescue aniMals in Japan!
With so many demands on your pockets today, it is hard to respond to 
every appeal. But we make a special plea for animals that cannot ask for 
themselves… those in Japan, where there is still desperate need to change 
conditions in laboratories, local pounds, pet shops and zoos, and to relieve 
the harsh daily life of thousands of other unhappy animals.

JaWs
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title:                              name:

address:
 
 Postcode:

email:

Signature: date:

i Would like to Join/reneW My annual MeMbership and enclose:

UK membership £10  retired/under 18 £5  lifetime membership £50 

                

donation forM
title:                       First name:                                          Surname:
 
address:
 
 Postcode:

email:

Signature: date:

i enclose a donation of: £5  £10  £25  £50  other £
(Please make cheques payable to Japan animal Welfare Society limited)

i would like to donate to JaWS on a regular basis and have completed the standing order form: 
Please send me an acknowledgement   yes    no our work  in  Japan.
 
regular giving: BanKer’S Standing order

name of your bank:
 
address of your bank:
 
 Postcode:

Bank sort code:

your account no:  
 
Please pay Japan animal Welfare Society limited Sort code: 60-22-15, 
account no: 71168648 my donation of   £                    annually/monthly 
(delete as applicable) on the   D/D    day of    M/M   and until further 
notice.

name 

FULL NAME

ADDRESS
 
 

 POSTCODE

TODAY’S DATE

i want all donations i’ve made in this tax year and the six
years prior to this declaration (but no earlier than 6/4/2001)
and all future donations to be treated as gift aid donations,
until i notify you otherwise.

to qualify for gift aid, what you pay in UK income tax or capital gains 
tax must be at least equal the amount we will claim in the tax year.

Using gift aid increases the value 
of your donation to Japan animal 
Welfare Society limited. So if you 
want your donation to go further, gift aid it.
JUSt comPlete thiS Form and Send it to US.

JaWs uk office address: lyell house, 51 greencoat place, london sW1p 1ds




